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Our fantastic location in the centre of our city puts a wide range of experiences on
our doorstep that enrich our children’s learning. Our curriculum is constructed
around this great resource and maximises on the opportunities our community
provides to ensure what we teach and learn is relevant to our children and our
context. 

We plan a clear sequence of learning to ensure that skills and knowledge builds on
what children know and can do. This informs the children’s journey of learning
towards clear and purposeful outcomes. Knowledge and skills are built upon over an
academic year as well as across each year of children’s time with us. Concepts are
continually introduced and revisited.

Curiosity is one of our core values. We want our children to lead their learning and to
question and challenge the concepts they are exposed to. We want to provide them with
opportunities to have and develop their own ideas, make links between ideas and to ask
and answer thought provoking questions such as ‘How does science help the homeless?’
or ‘How can you build tension in a story?’ 

 We want all pupils, from all backgrounds to all succeed. We centre our curriculum
around our moral imperative to raise attainment and close the gap for those children
facing disadvantage. Therefore, our decisions are grounded in the best available
evidence and research . As we plan, we will consider the potential barriers that some of
our children experience and how we can provide them with the essential knowledge that
they need to be educated citizens no matter their circumstances.

The Dolphin School children are the heart & future of the community.

We embrace diversity and the richness of our community. Our curriculum is
representative of the many religions, cultures, family backgrounds and languages that
form our school community. It is important that all learners, staff and families see
themselves represented in our curriculum so that we can learn from each other and
know that we belong. We will make intentional decisions around the content of our
curriculum and its delivery to develop respect amongst our community for others and an
understanding and appreciation of difference.

We want our pupils to be lifelong learners. As the future of the community, we recognise
the need to instil lifelong learning skills to prepare them for the next stage and beyond.
We want our children to be able to problem solve, use logic and reasoning skills, work as
part of a team or individually and hold effective speaking and listening skills. 
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This shapes the aims of our curriculum for what knowledge & skills we
want our children to acquire as we refelct our community and context . 


